Main research results and publications 2014

In addition to a large number of research articles and books, together with articles of more intermediate character, CORA has published an explicit centre-based anthology as a result of a collective research project. Furthermore, three members of CORA have edited a Festschrift in honour of Professor Carsten Henrichsen. Both books reflect not only ongoing collective research internally in CORA, but also CORA’s sustained target aiming at productive cooperation with distinguished practitioners:

1) Smæk for skillingen. Retsvidenskabelige studier i administrative sanktioner (Bang for the buck. Jurisprudential studies in administrative penalties), eds. Carsten Henrichsen and Peter Pagh, Djøfs Forlag 2015 (189 pp.). The anthology includes contributions from 9 CORA researchers who all address the overall theme of the book – which is the emergence and manifestation in various form of a control and controlling state - from different angles. The contributions are in Danish and the results of the study are presented in chapter 1 of the anthology. In addition to this research publication, the underlying project has been the refined by a collective effort by the CORA staff members e.g. at a number of research workshops. Moreover, the centre has been welcomed into international research networks within the topic of administrative sanctions in the EU, so far among others by Professor Oswald Jansen, University of Maastricht.

2) Ret på flere felter. Fo rvaltning. Governance. Retssikkerhed. Festskrift til Carsten Henrichsen (Law in multiple fields. Public Administration. Governance. The rule of law. Festschrift in honour of Carsten Henrichsen), eds. Trine Baumbach, Peter Blume and Michael Gøtze, Djøfs Forlag, 2015 (601 pp.). The Festschrift includes contributions from 31 researchers, of which a considerable part are CORA research staff members, and distinguished practitioners. The contributions are in Danish or in another of the Nordic languages. The Festschrift comprises a number of articles regarding public law both from a national and a European perspective.

As part of the supplication for a new approval period, the Centre has composed 4 new research tracks as a framework for future collective research activities:

1. Legal basic concepts and patterns of thought (responsible Peter Blume)
2. The law in a society of control – Supervision and sanctions (responsible Carsten Henrichsen)
3. The law in a media society – Democracy, power and the media (responsible Michael Gøtze and Trine Baumbach)
4. The law in a risk society – towards a sustainable society (responsible Peter Pagh)
Research collaboration and external funding

Research collaboration:
CORA continuously engages with academia outside the Faculty through conferences and international research networks. This has, inter alia, resulted in a number of papers delivered at international conferences.
Furthermore, several staff members are active in different international research groups, inter alia:
- **Trine Baumbach** is a co-founder of a Nordic women’s network in criminal law and participates in a Nordic network of criminal law researchers. Furthermore, she participates in a European research project on The Role and Future of National Constitutions in European and Global Governance.
- **Carsten Henrichsen** is co-founder of a Nordic municipality law research network consisting of approximately 25 researchers from a variety of universities and law schools in the Nordic countries.
- **Peter Pagh** is part of a cross-faculty research project (with the Faculties of Science, Health Science and Arts) on Plants for a Changing World, which is funded by the University's 2016 fund.
- **Anita Rønne** is part of several cooperation projects, including two educational collaborations: Master of Environmental and Energy Law (in cooperation with the AU, SDU and the University of Copenhagen) and Climate Change Impacts, Adaptation and Mitigation (CCIAM), plus a number of research collaborations such as: Sustainable Transitions (research alliance 'Enabling & Governing Transitions to a Low Carbon Society', funded by the Strategic Research Council) and Infrastructure and the Law (Academic Advisory Group of the International Bar Association, Section on Energy, Environment, Natural Resources and Infrastructure Law).
- **Henrik Stevnsborg** is member of the Oslo University-based network CCCH (“The Network for Crime, Criminal Law and Criminology in History”) and “The Forum for Police, Law and History” (the Police Academy of Oslo in cooperation with the University of Oslo). He is a Member of the steering group of the cross-disciplinary network “The Cultural History of Crime” (The Danish National Archives).
- **Vibeke Vindeløv** is primary responsible for the DANIDA-funded co-operation project “Stabilizing Kenya by Solving Forest Related Conflicts”, performed under the platform Strategic Partnership Agreements (STAKE) in collaboration with representatives from LIFE, Wangari Maathai Institute at the University of Nairobi and the Green Belt Movement.

Funding:
Staff members have successfully received project funding from external funds, as follows:
- **Vibeke Vindeløv** in cooperation with LIFE on a project on Forest Conservation in Kenya: Stabilizing Kenya by Solving Forrest Related Conflicts, totaling DKK 8.5 million, granted by DANIDA for the period from 1/2012 to 12/2015.
- **Peter Pagh** in cooperation with the faculties of Science, Health Science and Arts on a project on Plants for a Changing World, granted by the University's 2016 Fund, totaling DKK 3.5 million for the period 1/2013 to 12/2016.
- **Anita Rønne** has received external funding to promote an interdisciplinary E-Learning course on Climate Change Impacts, Adaptation and Mitigation (CCIAM), North Sea Law Program (NSLEP) and Erasmus Mundus Masters Course (EMMC), totaling DKK 1.2 million.
- **Henrik Stevnsborg** has received external financing from the Ministry of Culture, the State Archives and Police Historical Society to co-fund Kristian Bruhn’s and Trine Thygesen Vendius’ PhD scholarships, totaling DKK 1.5 million.
- **Lin Adrian** has received 48.835 Euro (DKK 368.000) from The Nordic Council for the project: Mediation Research in the Nordic countries – where are we now and where are we going?
Research based teaching and public outreach

The members of CORA are responsible for research based teaching – on bachelor, master and Ph.D. level – in a wide field of public law subjects such as administrative law, administrative science, environmental law, data protection law, police law, media law, conflict resolution and mediation, public employment law, local government law and general EU law. In order to improve the research basis of education several members in the recent year have published or revised text books and published research articles to be used in teaching.

As part of the center’s commitment and constantly high priority to communicate ongoing research results, and as part of the faculty’s overall strategic aim at ensuring public outreach, CORA has in the previous year initiated and hosted a variety of research seminars, conferences and guest lectures on issues and topics which respond not only to ongoing research launches but also to the need of a wider public for instance as part of the continuing education for lawyers etc.

In addition research staff members, serve as expert in various fora, inter alia in committees or councils and in the Parliament’s permanent committees. Staff members also give lectures as part of continuing education for lawyers etc. Furthermore, staff members appear on a regular basis in various media either as contributors or in interviews covering different topics that are subject to public interest such as whistleblowing, access to public documents, the police’s measures in connection with terror attacks, European police cooperation, crimes, journalists’ or media’s conduct, data protection and environmental questions.